COON CREEK WATERSHED DISTRICT
Request for Board Action

MEETING DATE: January 25, 2016
AGENDA NUMBER: 9
ITEM: 2016 Projects Commencing

POLICY IMPACT: Informational
FISCAL IMPACT: Budgeted

REQUEST
None

BACKGROUND
As part of the District Bank Stabilization Program four sites have been identified and prioritized for work in 2016.

1. Ditch 57 Bank Stabilization Project (3 locations, Budget $163,250)
2. Ditch 59 Bank Stabilization Project (2 locations, Budget $22,900)
3. Pleasure Creek Bank Stabilization Project (8 locations, Budget $49,750)
4. Woodcrest Bank Stabilization (Gauge interest)

As part of the District Capital Improvement Plan four repair projects have been identified and prioritized for work in 2016.

1. Ditch 37 Repair (Budget $30,400)
2. Ditch 57 Repair (Budget $32,000)
3. Ditch 59 Repair (Budget $16,800)
4. Ditch 60 Repair (Budget $51,550)
2016 Projects Commencing

Bank Stabilizations
- D67 Buttermut
- D67 Lawrence
- D57 Eveland
- D69 Erickson-Bickford
- D9 Steen
- Pleasure Creek-Chies
- Pleasure Creek-Adams Rademacher
- Pleasure Creek-Clark-Bloom
- Pleasure Creek-Clark-Olson
- Pleasure Creek-Hegdahl Centofanti
- Pleasure Creek-Fitzpatrick Crew
- Pleasure Creek-Fitzpatrick Doble
- Pleasure Creek-Tkach Arndt
- Woodcrest

Routine Repairs
- Ditch 37 Trees
- Ditch 37 Trees
- Ditch 59 Trees
- Ditch 60 Excavation

Legend:
- Roads
- Public Ditch
- Lakes
- City Boundary
- CCWD Boundary